
situation.
Over time, Flagstaff Gardens has accumulated a diverse range of plants, buildings, landscapes 
and activities, all on a small patch of land in the central city. Palm trees and old indigenous wattle 
trees, lawyers having lunchtime BBQs and Tai Chi practitioners dancing gracefully at dawn; all go 
hand in hand along with intense use by many different social sports. The actual problem of the 
park is that its recreation facilities are difficult to use or are not readily accessible to the public. 
There are no dressing rooms so people are currently forced to get changed at Flagstaff train 
station. Bookings must be made at the City Baths several blocks away – making spontaneous 
play impossible, and public toilets are poorly located.

proposal.
The dynamic and pluralistic nature of Flagstaff Gardens could be consolidated whilst addressing 
these shortcomings. By stacking all the dispersed or missing amenities and activities in a single, 
transparent building, the park will regain a focal point. This is proposed as a pavilion essentially 
made up by three large courts arranged vertically; suitable for tennis, netball, street soccer, or 
other sports. The gaps remaining are filled by smaller recreational rooms, rest spaces, and a 
treetop bar/café. All missing service and sanitary facilities are contained within the base of the 
pavilion, connected to a multi-purpose court for public use. Access from the park is possible in 
the round. The new pavilion would be erected on the site of the gardens’ existing multi-purpose 
courts, and therefore requires no loss of open space. All the courts are covered, but otherwise 
outdoor spaces, creating the feeling of playing in the treetops. The permeability of the pavilion 
will allow it to blend into its leafy surroundings. Its visual appearance will be defined as much by 
the lively bustle of people playing games inside as by its simple, lightweight architecture.

conclusion.
The proposal deals with the park’s current needs and atmospheric qualities. Encapsulating the 
gardens’ dynamic spirit, the pavilion will turn into a vivid showcase for the city by exhibiting local 
sporting culture, all-year round. Through the intense overlaying of concurrent everyday activities, 
the pavilion and park will yield an experience that is inherently original and authentically 
embodies local culture. A snapshot that fits within the chain of memorable experiences 
Melbourne’s inner city already offers, and that visitors take home with them. In this way, a 
project of real social substance could contribute to and feed off the city’s branding initiatives.
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Recreational Spaces.
The pavilion refers architecturally to the surrounding 
trees. A lightweight steel structure, with most rooms 
being covered and enclosed by various types of mesh 
and netting materials.

Infrastructure and Service facilities. 
The elevated sports courts are accessed using a 
peripheral stair and elevator shaft. The construction 
and surface material for all service facilities and 
infrastructure is concrete.

weekdays
Patrons of the bar/café on the overlooking mezzanine can watch the action 
unfolding on court whilst also enjoying the park in comfort.

weekends
Flagstaff Gardens is a popular place to hold a 

wedding, and indeed the handsome St James Old 
Cathedral stands just at the edge of the park. The 

pavilion could then also offer an enchanting setting 
for all kinds of functions.

The historic flagstaff and signal station from the 
1840s formed a beloved meeting place that was 
also used to send messages by flag between the 
city and the ships arriving from or setting sail for 
the other side of the world.

The multi-purpose court on ground 
level is the public interface between the 
park and the pavilion, and has stepped 
spectators’ seating on two sides.

A circulation space will spiral up through 
the entire structure, enabling visitors 
to experience all the games being 
played, and the surrounding park from 
a different perspective.

The site is scenographically well 
located; visible from & in close 
proximity to Queen Victoria Market, 
already a popular visitors destination.

Queen Victoria 
Market

At night the pavilion’s outward 
orientation is magnified through 
illumination, becoming a lantern 
of activity within the park and a 
small beacon within the city.

Major events infrastructure 
and smaller architectural 
interventions for everyday 
use could work in concert to 
establish Melbourne’s brand 
identity as a city for sports.


